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Abstract— Network contention has a significantly adverse
effect on the performance of parallel applications with increasing
size of parallel machines. Machines of the petascale era are
forcing application developers to map tasks intelligently to
job partitions to achieve the best performance possible. This
paper presents a framework for automated mapping of parallel
applications with regular communication graphs to two and three
dimensional mesh and torus networks. This framework will save
much effort on the part of application developers to generate
mappings for their individual applications.
One component of the framework is a process topology
analyzer to find regular patterns and if found, to determine the
dimensions of the communication graphs of applications. The
other component is a suite of heuristic techniques for mapping
2D object grids to 2D and 3D processor meshes. The framework
chooses the best heuristic from the suite for a given object grid
and processor mesh pair based on the hop-bytes metric. We show
performance improvements using the framework, for a 2D Stencil
benchmark in MPI and the Weather Research and Forecasting
model running on the IBM Blue Gene/P. We also compare our
algorithms with others discussed in literature.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Should parallel applications be written taking the interconnect topology into account? The glib and naı̈ve answer may
be “Of course, yes!”. Yet, since the mid 1980’s until just a few
years ago, the correct answer was “no”. It is significantly more
challenging (and certainly more work) to consider the network
topology while developing an application; so understanding
the nuanced answer to this question is important. Most interconnects since the mid 1980’s have used wormhole routing
or its variants. Instead of storing and forwarding the entire
message or even large packets, at each hop along the route,
very short flits are forwarded along a route set up by the first
flit. As a result, for a message beyond a few hundred bytes
in size, the latency is not significantly affected by the number
of hops it traverses. This, combined with the relatively small
number of nodes used, made it a safe assumption to ignore
the interconnect topology.
With the advent of large machines with toroidal topologies,
such as the IBM Blue Gene/P at Argonne National Lab (ANL)
that has 40, 960 nodes, and Cray XT4/5 (Jaguar) at Oak Ridge
National Laboratory (12, 141 nodes), a new and somewhat
subtle issue has made topology important again, at least for
some applications. While the benefits of wormhole routing
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remain relatively unaffected, messages that traverse a large
number of hops occupy a larger fraction of the available
bandwidth, and thereby increase the chance of contention in
the network. However, contention might not affect overall
application performance if communication is a small fraction
of the total execution time or if the application is latency
tolerant. So, contention is a second order effect and not all
applications are affected by it. But for the applications that
are affected, the impact can be dramatic. We and a few other
researchers, have demonstrated this effect, and have brought
it to the attention of the community [1]–[4]. It is therefore
necessary now to undertake a research program aimed at
topology aware mapping of tasks to processors.
It should be noted that the level of efficacy of mapping is
hardware dependent but looking at the current trends of some
supercomputers, bandwidth available per flop is decreasing.
For example, the advertised bandwidth per flop for the Cray
XT3, XT4 and XT5 machines is 8.77, 1.36, 0.23 bytes per
flop respectively [5], [6]. Hence, in situations where bandwidth
is insufficient and applications are communication bound, we
should see some benefit from mapping.
Modern supercomputers are forcing application developers
to map tasks intelligently to job partitions to achieve the best
performance possible. This paper presents a framework for
automated mapping of parallel applications. This framework
will save much effort on the part of application developers
to generate mappings for their individual applications. The
paper takes on a specific aspect of topology aware mapping:
how to assign tasks with two-dimensional (2D) near-neighbor
communication graphs, to the prevailing three-dimensional
(3D) mesh and torus topologies. Several classes of parallel
applications fall under this category of regular communication
graphs, a few examples being MIMD Lattice Computation
(MILC) [7], Parallel Ocean Program (POP) [8] and Weather
Research and Forecasting Model (WRF) [9].
We present several mapping algorithms, some new and some
known via the literature, and compare their performance using
the hop-bytes metric. The hop-bytes metric is the weighted
sum of message sizes where the weights are the number of
hops (links) traveled by the respective messages. Hop-bytes
is an indication of the average communication load on each
link on the network. Of course, using this metric as a measure

of contention is tantamount to assuming that the application
generates nearly uniform traffic over all links in the partition.
The metric does not give an indication of hot-spots generated
on specific links on the network. However, it is an easily
derivable metric and correlates well with actual application
performance. Also, it is often better than the prevailing metric
maximum dilation.
The main contribution of the paper, is the framework for
automatic mapping of a wide class of MPI and other applications with regular communication graphs. We consider pointto-point communication in this paper because collective operations involving all ranks in a program cannot be optimized
by a remapping of ranks. From analysis of communication
patterns, to using different heuristics in different situations for
mapping solutions, everything is handled by the framework.
Parallel applications can get performance improvements using
mapping solutions from this framework without any changes
to the code base. We demonstrate the use of this framework
for performance improvements of two parallel applications: a
2D Stencil benchmark in MPI and the Weather Research and
Forecasting (WRF) program.
This paper is organized as follows: Section II builds on
the introduction, motivates the work further and places it
in perspective. The automated mapping framework and the
evaluation metric hop-bytes are discussed in Section III. The
two steps for automatic mapping are presented in the subsequent sections: Section IV presents algorithms for identifying
communication patterns from profiling data. Sections V and VI
present mapping algorithms for 2D object grids to 2D and 3D
processor meshes respectively. Section VII presents results on
mapping of applications with regular communication.
II. P REVIOUS W ORK AND M OTIVATION
Research on topology aware mapping originated in the fields
of graph embedding, circuit design and parallel computing.
Techniques that embed rectangular 2D grids into square 2D
grids were proposed to optimize VLSI circuits and significant
results were obtained [10]–[12]. Techniques from mathematics
and circuit design are not always applicable to parallel computing. For example, mapping research motivated by reducing
the total area of circuit layouts tried to minimize the length
of longest wire [10]. Longest edge dilation might not be the
best metric for parallel machines.
In parallel computing also, the problem of mapping parallel
programs onto parallel systems has been studied extensively.
Significant research was done on topology aware mapping
to restrict communication to near-neighbors and optimize
performance [13]–[15]. Techniques ranging from physical
optimizations to heuristic approaches were developed. Most of
these techniques (heuristic techniques especially) were developed specifically for hypercubes, shuffle-exchange networks
or array processors.
In recent times, several groups of application developers
have used mapping techniques to improve performance for
their codes [16]–[21]. The motivation for the work accomplished in this paper is to relieve the application developers

from doing the mapping. We are trying to build an intelligent mapping framework which can automate the process of
mapping of applications to parallel machines. In this paper,
we chose applications which have a regular communication
pattern. Several classes of applications in high-performance
computing fall in this category ranging from ocean simulations, weather simulations to lattice QCD simulations.
The general mapping problem is computationally equivalent
to the graph isomorphism problem which belongs to NP,
neither known to be solvable in polynomial time nor NPcomplete. Hence, we have developed various heuristics to
generate mapping solutions. We hope that a wide class of
applications can benefit from the mapping framework and
obtain performance optimizations.
III. AUTOMATIC M APPING F RAMEWORK
The previous section mentioned that several application
groups have realized the importance of topology aware mapping and used it to improve the performance of individual
codes. A general mapping framework which takes the communication graph of an application as input and outputs efficient
mapping solutions would relieve the application developers of
the mapping burden. A library with several mapping heuristics
for different communication graphs would be a great asset to
the parallel computing community.
All parallel applications can be divided into two categories
depending on their communication graph – regular and irregular. Regular graphs refer to those where the number of edges
from all the nodes is the same and there is a certain pattern
to the communication. Examples of regular communication
are 2D and 3D stencil-like communication and structured
mesh computations. Graphs with varying number of edges
from different nodes and all others which do not fall under
the regular category can be labeled as irregular. Examples of
irregular communication are unstructured mesh computations.
This paper takes on one specific aspect of mapping: how to
assign tasks with two-dimensional (2D) near-neighbor communication graphs, to the prevailing three-dimensional (3D)
mesh and torus topologies.
The process of automating the mapping of applications can
be divided in to two steps:
1) Obtain the communication graph for an application and
identify specific communication patterns in the communication graph.
2) Apply heuristics in different cases depending on the
communication patterns to obtain mapping solutions.
The communication graph for an application gives information
about the number of bytes exchanged between tasks or processes in the program. For example, in case of MPI, the nodes
of this graph are the MPI ranks or processes in the program and
edges exist between two nodes if the corresponding MPI ranks
communicate through messages. A test run of the application
is performed to obtain a n × n matrix of communication bytes
exchanged between different pairs where n is the total number
of MPI ranks.
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sum of message sizes where the weights are the number
of hops (links) traveled by the respective messages. Hopbytes is an indication of the average communication load on
each link on the network. If a significant percentage of all
messages travel multiple links, the total hop-bytes increase
which suggests increased likelihood of contention. Hop-bytes
can be calculated by the equation,

Schematic of the automatic mapping framework

The communication graph is obtained by profiling libraries
such as those in the IBM High Performance Computing
Toolkit (HPCT) [22] and information from one run can be
used to develop mapping solutions for subsequent similar runs.
This approach assumes that the communication graph of an
application running with a certain set of input parameters
does not change from run to run. As of now, the situation
where the graph changes with time, within one run, can not
be handled either, since migrating MPI tasks at runtime is
not possible. However, some programming models such as
C HARM ++ provide the capability of profiling applications as
they are running [23]. In such cases, the information can be
used for dynamic mapping (and even load balancing if the
need arises).
Figure 1 presents a schematic of the automatic mapping
framework. There are two inputs to the framework:
1) The application communication graph which is used by
the process topology analyzer (referred to as the object
graph or grid in the rest of the paper).
2) The processor topology graph (referred to as the processor mesh) which is used by the mapping algorithms.
The framework first searches for regular communication patterns. Depending on the communication patterns identified by
the process topology analyzer, the framework chooses the best
heuristic from the suite for a given object grid and processor
mesh pair, based on the hop-bytes metric. If there is no
regular pattern, we assume the graph to be general and use
heuristics for irregular graphs. Mapping of irregular graphs is
out of scope of this paper and will be discussed in a future
publication. The framework outputs a mapping solution in the
form a file to be used for a subsequent run (by providing it to
the job scheduler).
A. Evaluation Metric
The mapping solutions derived by the framework will be
evaluated by the hop-bytes metric which is the weighted

n
X

di × bi

(1)

i=1

where di is the number of links traversed by message i and bi
is the message size in bytes for message i and the summation
is over all messages sent.
Hop-bytes is a measure of the bytes the network has to
deliver for an application to run to completion. This assumes
that the application generates nearly uniform traffic over all
links in the partition. It is also important to remember that hopbytes is an approximate indication of the contention created by
an application since it does not capture the specific loads on
each link. The metric does not give an indication of hot-spots
generated on specific links on the network but is an easily
derivable metric and correlates well with actual application
performance.
The rest of the paper discusses various components of the
mapping framework and performance improvements achieved
by using it with different applications.
IV. I DENTIFYING C OMMUNICATION PATTERNS
Automatic topology aware mapping, as we shall see in the
next few sections, uses heuristics for fast scalable runtime solutions. Heuristics can yield more efficient solutions if we can
derive concrete information about the communication graph
of the application and exploit it. For this, we need to look
for identifiable communication patterns, if any, in the object
graph. Many parallel applications have relatively simple and
easily identifiable 2D, 3D or 4D communication patterns. If
we can identify such patterns, then we can apply better suited
heuristic techniques for such scenarios. We use relatively
simple techniques for pattern identification. We believe that
these can be extended to detect more complex patterns based
on similar work in literature [24], [25]. Some performance
analysis tools also provide communication pattern identification and visualization for identifying performance problems in
parallel applications [26].
In some cases, the process topology can be presented by the
application user to the mapping framework. However, there
are two reasons for adding the process topology analyzer: 1.
Often the application developer would know the application
topology but the application end user might not, and 2. The
process topology discovery is a part of the automation of the
mapping process. This rules out any intervention by the user in
the mapping process. Also, we need profiling to know which
MPI rank communicates with which other ranks where the
topology analyzer can be useful.
Here, we explain the algorithm for identifying if the communication in an application has a near-neighbor stencil-like

pattern with four neighbors in 2D. Algorithms for doing the
same in 3D and 4D are similar. We first begin by ensuring
that the number of communicating neighbors for each MPI
rank is the same and is 5 or less. For a 2D communication
pattern, a given rank would typically have four communicating
neighbors and may have some communication (through global
operations) with rank 0. Broadcasts from and reductions to
rank 0 cannot be optimized by reordering of ranks and hence
we ignore that. We also ignore any communication edges
whose weight is less than a threshold, say 20% of the average
across all edges in the graph. This is a heuristic and the
threshold can be changed.
For a 2D communication pattern, if there is no wraparound,
ranks on the boundaries may have fewer neighbors. Filtering
these aberrations, we choose a random rank and find its
“distance” (difference between the ranks IDs) from its four
neighbors. The distance from two of its neighbors (left and
right) would be 1 and from its top and bottom neighbors would
be one of the dimensions of the 2D grid. This assumes that
ranks are ordered in a row or column major order. Then, for all
other ranks, we ensure that the distances from their respective
neighbors are either 1 or the value of distance obtained for
the previously chosen random rank. If this holds true for all
other ranks, then the communication is indeed a uniform 2D
near-neighbor pattern.
Algorithm 1 Pseudo-code for identifying regular communication graphs
Input: CM n,n (communication matrix)
Output: isRegular (boolean, true if communication is regular)
dims[ ] (dimensions of the regular communication graph)
for i = 1 to n do
find the maximum number of neighbors for any rank in CM i,n
end for
if max neighbors ≤ 5 then
// this might be a case of regular 2D communication
select an arbitrary rank start pe find its distance from its neighbors
dist = difference between ranks of start pe and its top or bottom
neighbor
for i := 1 to n do
if distance of all ranks from their neighbors == 1 or dist then
isRegular = true
dim[0] = dist
dim[1] = n/dist
end if
end for
end if

V. 2D TO 2D M APPING A LGORITHMS
Let us say that processes in an application have a 2D stencillike communication pattern where each task communicates
with four neighbors, two in each direction. So the communication graph for this application is a planar graph which
resembles a 2D grid. We want to map this 2D grid to a 2D
processor mesh. For heuristics in this paper, we assume that
all edges in the communication graph have the same weight.
Further, we are targeting MPI applications, so, the number
of ranks (nodes in the communication graph) is the same as
the number of processors (in the mesh). Therefore, we can
assume that the number of nodes in the two graphs is the same.
Of course, if the object grid has the same dimensions as the
processor mesh, the best mapping is trivial. Heuristic strategies
are needed when the aspect ratios are different. We describe
five heuristics to map a 2D object grid to a 2D processor mesh.
All of these heuristics are designed to optimize different cases
and as we shall see in the results section, they perform best
for grids of different aspect ratios.
Heuristic 1 - Maximum Overlap: This heuristic attempts to
find the largest possible area of the object grid which overlaps
with the processor mesh and maps it one-to-one. For the
remaining area of the object grid and the processor mesh,
we then make a recursive call to the algorithm. The intuition
behind this heuristic is that we get the best hop-bytes for
a large portion of the grid, although for a few nodes at the
boundaries of the recursive calls, we might have longer hops.
However, the hope is that the average hop-bytes for the entire
object grid will be low and a few distant messages will not
affect performance.
Figure 2 illustrates this mapping technique, where an object
grid of dimensions 9 × 8 is to be mapped to a processor mesh
of dimensions 6 × 12. We first map the largest possible subgrid with dimensions 6 × 8 to the processor mesh. Once this
is done, a recursive call is made for the object grid of size
3 × 8 to be mapped onto a processor mesh of size 6 × 4.
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Algorithm 1 shows the pseudo code for identifying one
possible 2D communication pattern. Currently, this algorithm
can only identify a 5-point stencil pattern. However, the
algorithm can be extended trivially so that it can identify other
regular patterns such as a 9-point stencil or a communication
with all 8 neighbors around a rank in 2D. The algorithms
for identifying 3D and 4D near-neighbor patterns are similar.
Once the information about communicating ranks has been
extracted and identified, the mapping algorithms can use it to
map communicating neighbors on nearby physical processors.

Fig. 2.

Maximum Overlap (MXOVLP)

Algorithm 2 presents the pseudo-code for this heuristic
(referred to as MXOVLP in figures and tables). Ox and Oy
refer to the x and y dimensions of the object grid and Px and
Py refer to the x and y dimensions of the processor mesh.
Heuristic 2 - Maximum Overlap with Alignment: This is
similar to Heuristic 1 but it tries to align the longer dimension
of the object grid with that of the processor mesh (referred

Algorithm 2 Maximum Overlap Heuristic (MXOVLP) for 2D
to 2D mapping
procedure MXOVLP(Ox , Oy , Px , Py )
if Ox == Px then
do a one-to-one mapping and return
end if
if Ox > Px then
map the area Px × Oy
MXOVLP(Ox − Px , Oy , Px , Py − Oy )
copy the mapping into the main array and return
else
map the area Ox × Py
MXOVLP(Ox , Oy − Py , Px − Ox , Py )
copy the mapping into the main array and return
end if
end procedure

to as MXOV+AL in figures and tables). This realignment is
done at each recursive call and yields a better mapping than
MXOVLP in most cases. Heuristics 1 and 2 lead to dilation at
each recursive call at the boundaries where the object grid
is split during recursion. However, as long as the average
hop-bytes is low, we should obtain a good mapping. All the
following heuristics (including Heuristic 1 above) also do an
initial alignment of the longer dimensions of the object grid
and the processor mesh.
There are some optimization possibilities for Heuristics 1
and 2 which will be explored in future work – After the
mapping for recursively smaller sub-graphs is complete, at the
end of each recursive call, it is possible to rotate the mapping
for the sub-graph by 180 degrees or flip it. There are several
possibilities at each recursive call leading to a combinatorial
explosion of arrangements. Hence we will not discuss this
post-rotation in this paper.
Heuristic 3 - Expand from Corner: In this algorithm, we
start at one corner of the object grid and order all other
objects by their increasing Manhattan distance from the chosen
corner. We also order the processors in a similar fashion
starting from one corner. Then the objects are placed in order,
starting from the chosen corner of the processor grid (pseudocode for EXCO in Algorithm 3). The intuition is that objects
which communicate with one another will be close in the new
ordering based on the Manhattan distance and hence, will get
mapped nearby. Figure 3 shows how we start from the upper
left corner of the object grid and map objects successively
starting from the corresponding corner of the processor mesh.
Heuristic 4 - Corners to Center: This is similar to Heuristic
3 but in this case, we start simultaneously from all four corners
of the 2D object grid and move towards the center. The objects
are again picked based on their Manhattan distance from the
corner closest to them (this heuristic is referred to as COCE in
figures and tables). This modification to Heuristic 3 achieves
better proximity for a larger number of objects since we
start simultaneously from four directions. However, for certain
aspect ratios, as we move closer to the center, objects may be
placed farther from their communicating neighbors leading to
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Expand from Corner (EXCO)

Algorithm 3 Expand from Corner (EXCO) Heuristic for 2D
to 2D mapping
procedure EXCO(Ox , Oy , Px , Py )
no x = no y = np x = np y = 0
for i := 1 to Ox × Oy do
< co x , co y >=< no x , no y >
< cp x , cp y >=< np x , np y >
Map[co x ][co y ] = cp x × Py + cp y
< no x , no y > = findNearest2D(co x , co y , Ox , Oy )
< np x , np y > = findNearest2D(cp x , cp y , Px , Py )
end for
end procedure

larger hop-bytes.
Heuristic 5 - Affine Mapping: The idea is to stretch/shrink
the object grid in both dimensions and align it to the processor
mesh. It is expected that such a mapping will preserve the
relative orientations of the objects, thereby minimizing the
dilation. A destination processor is calculated for each object
based on its position, (x, y) in the communication graph:
y
x
c, bPy ×
c)
(2)
(x, y) → (bPx ×
Ox
Oy
Algorithm 4 Affine Mapping (AFFN) Heuristic for 2D to 2D
mapping
procedure AFFN(Ox , Oy , Px , Py )
for i := 1 to Ox do
for j := 1 to Oy do
af x = bPx × Oi c
x
af y = bPy × Oj c
y
< free x , free y > = findNearest2D(af x , af y , Px , Py )
Map[i][j] = free x × Py + free y
end for
end for
end procedure

Since the coordinates are constrained to be integers, it is
possible that two objects may be mapped to the same processor. To resolve this, we use the function findNearest2D
which returns an unused processor closest to (af x , af y ). It
should be noted that this mapping is not strictly affine since we
use findNearest to resolve conflicts for the same processor
(see Algorithm 4). This mapping is referred to as AFFN in
figures and tables.
Heuristic 6 - Step Embedding: This algorithm is an imple-
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Mapping of a 6 × 5 object graph to a 10 × 3 processor graph using the STEP algorithm

mentation of the step embedding technique (STEP) presented
in [10]. Techniques in [10] were written to optimize chip
layout and hence they try to minimize the length of the longest
wire. The paper presents ways to “square up” an arbitrary
rectangular grid. However, unlike our mapping algorithms, for
STEP, the number of nodes in the processor mesh can be
greater than that in the object grid. We borrow the idea of
visualizing the mappings for the object grids from this paper.
Heuristic 7 - Pairwise Exchanges: Several research papers
in the past have used the technique of pairwise exchanges by
itself or with an intelligent initial mapping [15], [27]. In this
technique (PAIRS), we start with a chosen initial mapping,
choose two objects randomly and swap the processors they are
placed on. We retain this swap if a chosen metric improves
otherwise we discard it. This is continued until the improvement in the chosen metric falls below a certain threshold.
The pairwise exchange algorithm with probabilistic jumps,
presented in [15] has a O(n3 ) time complexity. This algorithm
is too expensive to be practical. However, in absence of the
knowledge of the true optimal mapping, we use this algorithm
to produce an approximation of the optimal mapping, to which
other (faster) heuristic strategies can be compared. We use a
simpler implementation for our purposes to obtain values for
the hop-byte metric which are close to the optimal solution.

B. Quality of Mapping Solutions: Hop-bytes
This section evaluates the mapping algorithms presented
above. We use the hop-bytes metric to compare across them.
For better intuition, the graphs in this section present the
average hops per byte for each algorithm. The ideal value for
average hops per byte is 1 and so the closer to 1 we get, the
better the mapping algorithm is. In an effort to find the hops
per byte for close to optimal solutions, we also implemented
the O(n3 ) algorithm of pairwise exchanges (PAIRS) used in
literature [15], [27].
Visualization of the mapping of an object graph to a
processor graph helps understand mapping algorithms better
and also helps in fixing potential problems with them. Figure 4
shows a step-by-step process of mapping individual rows of
the object graph on to the processor graph. We used the
STEP algorithm for this figure which maps rows one by one.
Each dot represents a node in the graph and the edges are
communication arcs (object graph on extreme left). The 7
graphs with dimensions 10 × 3 show how individual rows of
the object graph are mapped on to the processor mesh. Similar
diagrams are used to show the mapping of individual rows for
other heuristics even though they do not map graphs by rows.
It helps one compare across the various mapping solutions in
a graphical manner.

A. Time Complexity
Among the five heuristics presented in this chapter, MXOVLP
and MXOV+AL visit each node in the object grid only once
and decide on its mapping. Hence, they have a time complexity of O(n) where n is the number of objects to be
mapped. However, EXCO, COCE and AFFN algorithms use
the findNearest2D function, which in the worst case can
take O(n) time. Hence the worst case running time of these
three algorithms is O(n2 ). In the era of petascale machines
with hundreds of thousands of cores, it is crucial to use linear
or linearithmic running time algorithms for mapping and all
presented heuristics adhere to that on the average.

Fig. 5. Mapping of a 6 × 5 grid to 10 × 3 grid using MXOVLP, MXOV+AL,
EFC, COCE, AFFN and STEP heuristics

Figure 5 presents mappings of a 6 × 5 to 10 × 3 grid to a

10 × 3 grid pictorially. The six 2D grids in the figure illustrate
mappings of the object graph onto the processor graph based
on the six heuristic algorithms: MXOVLP, MXOV+AL, EFC,
COCE, AFFN and STEP. We can see that the first three
heuristics stretch some edges significantly while the rest try
to minimize both hop-bytes and maximum dilation.
Figure 6 compares the hops per byte for the different algorithms assuming that communication is 2D near-neighbor and
regular. The representative object grids and processor meshes
were chosen so as to cover a wide range of aspect ratios. The
maximum overlap with alignment heuristic (MXOV+AL) gives
the best solution in most cases. The AFFN heuristic which
does a affine inspired mapping also performs quite well. In
the case of mapping of a 100 × 40 grid to a 125 × 32 mesh,
AFFN does considerably better than the other algorithms.

other planes of the processor mesh. For example, if we wish
to map a 16 × 32 object grid onto a 8 × 8 × 8 processor mesh,
we split the longer dimension (32) into 8 pieces (the smallest
dimension of the processor mesh) and then map a 16×4 object
subgrid to a 8 × 8 processor mesh.
Heuristic 2: Folding: If the processor topology is a 3D mesh,
then in the previous heuristic, elements at the boundaries of
the subgrids are separated by a large distance in the processor
mesh. To avoid this, we use a more general strategy where
we fold the 2D object grid like an accordion folder and place
the folded parts perpendicular to the smallest dimension. To
achieve this, once we obtain the mapping for the first subgrid,
instead of a simple translation, we flip the mapping for every
alternate subgrid by 180 degrees. Figure 7 shows the stacking
and folding heuristics to map a 2D grid to a 3D torus or mesh.

Comparison of regular mapping strategies

Average hops per byte
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Hop bytes for different techniques compared to the lower bound

VI. 2D TO 3D M APPING A LGORITHMS
Some of the largest and fastest supercomputers in the
Top500 [28] list today have a 3D torus or mesh interconnect.
So, in order to use our mapping algorithms on these real
machines, we need to develop algorithms to map 2D communication graphs to 3D processor topologies. We now present
algorithms for mapping 2D grids to 3D processor meshes.
Some algorithms presented in this section use the 2D to 2D
mapping algorithms developed in the previous section. The
significance of 2D to 2D mapping heuristics is in using them
as “base cases” for the 2D to 3D mapping because different
heuristics perform best for different aspect ratios.
Heuristic 1: Stacking: The general idea is to use the algorithms developed in the previous section for mapping 2D
object grids to 2D processor meshes. We find the longer
dimension of the 2D object grid and split the object graph
along it, into several smaller grids (subgrids). The number of
subgrids equals the length of the smallest dimension of the
3D processor mesh. We then take the first subgrid and map
it onto a plane perpendicular to the smallest dimension of the
3D processor mesh. The mapping framework chooses the best
heuristic to map the 2D subgrid to the 2D processor mesh. A
simple translation is used to map the remaining subgrids to

Fig. 7.

Stacking and folding of 2D graph to 3D

Heuristic 3: Space Filling Curve: A space filling curve is
a continuous functions whose domain is the unit interval
[0,1]. These curves (discovered by Peano in 1890 [29], [30]
and generalized later on) can be used to fill the entire ndimensional Euclidean space (where n is a positive integer).
We use a space filling curve to map the 2D object grid to a
1D line and another space filling curve to map the 1D line
to a 3D processor mesh. Space filling curves preserve locality
and hence we expect the dilation and hop bytes to be small
under this construction.
VII. A PPLICATION R ESULTS
Using the algorithms developed in the previous sections,
we attempted topology aware mapping of two applications:
a 2D Stencil benchmark in MPI and the Weather Research
and Forecasting (WRF) program. All performance runs were
done on the IBM Blue Gene/P machines at Argonne National
Laboratory and Watson Research Center. We use TXYZ mapping as the default mapping. This means that MPI ranks are
mapped in order on the four cores of a node first, then along
the increasing X dimension, then Y and Z respectively.
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D IMENSIONS OF THE 2D S TENCIL , 3D TORUS AND ASPECT RATIOS OF
THE 2D TO 2D BASE CASES

The results from this experiment are presented in Figure 8.
The aspect ratios of the Stencil at different core counts and the
dimensions of the torus partitions are given in Table I. Each
processor holds a 2D array of doubles (size 64 × 64) and exchanges 4 messages (containing 64 doubles corresponding to
the first and last rows and columns). Topology aware mapping
leads to performance improvements for most processor counts,
the maximum being 11% at 16, 384 cores (refer to the line
plots in Figure 8). A peculiar observation is the reduction of
time per step from 1, 024 to 2, 048 cores for the default TXYZ
mapping. This is because the torus links become available
only at 2, 048-core and larger allocations. The availability of
these links reduces the congestion significantly. We observe
that as the application is scaled to larger number of cores,
the congestion in the network and hence the time per step
keeps increasing for the TXYZ Mapping. On the other hand,
by using the topology aware mapping, the time per iteration
for all the runs remains practically unchanged. We conclude
that topology aware mapping can lead to performance benefits
and improve scaling for this class of applications.
It is interesting to compare the improvement in performance
(line plots) in Figure 8 with the improvement in hops per byte
(bar graph in the same figure) in each of the above cases.
It is evident that decreasing the hops per byte ratio leads
to decreased congestion in the network. As demonstrated by
the 1, 024 and 16, 384-core runs, a larger reduction in hopbytes translates into larger performance improvements from

Messaging effects on benefit from mapping
100

Time per step (ms)

# Cores

topology aware mapping.
We also study the effect of varying the ratio of computation
and communication for this application. This is motivated by
the following factors:
• Different supercomputers have varying processing and
communication characteristics. For example, comparing
the network bandwidth available per floating point operation, Blue Gene/P can transfer 0.375 bytes per flop
whereas Cray XT4 can transfer 1.357 bytes per flop
to the network. The general trend for building faster
supercomputers is to increase the number of cores per
node and use faster processors. As a result, computation
will tend to be faster and communication will be a
bottleneck.
• The same application may use a bigger stencil (e.g. a
nine-point stencil) for the purpose of achieving faster convergence at the cost of doubling the communication and
communication per time step. Increased communication
will lead to an increased congestion in the network.
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The ratio of computation versus communication was varied
by increasing the message size while keeping the amount of
computation constant. The results for this experiment are pre-
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TABLE II
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B. WRF Experiments
WRF stands for Weather Research and Forecasting
Model [9]. This code is a next-generation mesoscale numerical
weather prediction system that is being designed to serve
operational forecasting and atmospheric research. For our experiments, we used the weather data from the 12 km resolution
case over the Continental U.S. (CONUS) domain on October
24, 2001. We used profiling tools to obtain the communication
graph of WRF which was given as input to the mapping
framework. The process topology analyzer found that WRF
has a 2D near-neighbor communication pattern (the specific
dimensions when running on specific number of nodes are
tabulated in Table II.) Based on the process topology findings,
the framework output mapping files which were passed as an
option to the job scheduler on Blue Gene/P. As an example, for
WRF running on 1024 nodes, the application grid is 32 × 32
and the processor mesh is 8 × 8 × 16. We use folding and the
base case requires mapping a subgrid of dimensions 32 × 4 to
a 8 × 16 mesh.
WRF was run in the SMP mode (using 1 process per node)
because it uses OpenMP to create threads on each node.
We compare the topology aware mapping results with the
default XYZ mapping on Blue Gene/P using average hops per
byte. The hops per byte are obtained by using IBM’s HPCT
profiling tools [22]. Figure 10 shows the actual weighted hops
(hops per byte averaged over all MPI ranks) obtained from
profiling data for WRF. The corresponding percent performance improvements in total communication time and elapsed
time are shown in Table II. The empirically obtained values
correlate strongly with the algebraically calculated hops. It is
evident that topology aware mapping of MPI ranks to physical

processors is successful in decreasing the average hops per
rank and bringing it close to the lower bound. The average
hops for WRF reduce by more than 60% for runs using more
than 1, 024 nodes. This is quite significant and should lead to
a dramatic drop in the load on the network.
Average weighted hops per byte

4.0
Average hops per byte

sented in Figure 9. On the X-axis, we have increasing message
sizes for a fixed amount of computation. This experiment was
run on two partitions of dimensions 8 × 4 × 8 (1K cores)
and 8 × 8 × 16 (4K cores). Notice that the default mapping
leads to significant congestion in the network leading to long
delays and a considerable increase in the running time of
the application. However topology aware mapping minimizes
congestion and hence the message delivery times, especially
for large message sizes. The performance improvements for 8
KB messages at 1, 024 cores and 4, 096 cores are 66% and
53% respectively.

3.5
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256
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HPCT data for actual hops per byte for WRF

Using topology aware mapping, we were able to bring the
average hops per rank close to 1 (Figure 10). This suggests
that most MPI ranks are sending messages only 1 hop away
and we should see performance improvements. When running
WRF on 1, 024 nodes, the average hops per byte reduced by
63% and communication time reduced by 11%. We see an
overall performance improvement of 17%. At 4, 096 nodes,
we see a reduction in total execution time by 5%. Such
performance improvements can be quite significant for the
overall completion time of long running simulations. On 2, 048
nodes, the communication time and overall time increases with
topology aware mapping although the hops per byte reduces
and we have not been able to analyze this further yet. This
information is summarized in Table II above.
It is important to reiterate the point made in Section I that
the performance of a parallel application is a complex function
of various factors. The routing protocols, latency tolerance of
the application and fraction of time spent in communication
can affect performance in varying degrees. Hence, a reduction
in hop-bytes and a corresponding improvement in the communication behavior of an application may not always lead to an
overall performance improvement.

VIII. C ONCLUSION
This paper presents a framework for automatic mapping
of parallel applications with regular communication graphs
onto parallel machines with 3D mesh and torus networks.
The two steps involved in automating the process are: 1.
obtaining the communication graph and identifying 2D, 3D
or higher-dimensional regular patterns, 2. intelligent and fast
heuristic solutions for mapping such graphs. Several heuristic
techniques for mapping 2D object grids to 2D and 3D processor meshes have been developed. These heuristics along
with pattern identification techniques form a framework, for
automatic mapping of a wide class of parallel applications
with regular communication graphs. This framework will save
much effort on the part of application developers to generate
mappings for their individual applications.
There are several directions for future research. The mapping framework can be enhanced with more sophisticated
algorithms for process topology discovery and topology aware
mapping. The topology analyzer only identifies communication with a small number of neighbors. Other cases for
consideration are complex communication patterns such as
many-to-many and multicasts. The mapping framework does
not handle simultaneous multiple communication patterns in
an application. The class of applications which has not been
targeted in this paper is that with irregular communication.
We plan to build on the framework developed in this paper by
including techniques for mapping such applications.
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